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ABSTRACT
The rapid development of AI applications powered by deep learning
in edge devices boosts the opportunity for real-time health moni-
toring. To address the potential privacy concern in the inference
phase, homomorphic encryption (HE) is an alternative solution
that encrypts inference data without exposing raw data and has
several distinct advantages, (i.e., single-round communication, light-
weight bandwidth consumption, and non-interactive computation).
However, the computational overhead on the current HE-based
privacy-preserving inference necessitates a substantial amount of
time, which is not feasible for some real-time applications on edge
devices. To address this issue, we propose CNN-guardian, a uni�ed
and compact neural network structure for real-time inference in HE-
based inference on edge GPU. CNN-guardian designs a HE-friendly
neural network and GPU engine that optimizes HE operations to
accelerate the inference in the HE domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Edge devices such as smartphones and sensors are becoming inte-
grated parts of human life. To ensure privacy and minimize end-to-
end latency, task inference, especially deep learning inference, is
preferred to be made at edge devices [8]. Therefore, the need to run
deep learning models on edge devices has increased signi�cantly.
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has become the back-
bone of advanced ML, due to its inherent bene�ts, such as superior
performance and scalability. Unfortunately, processing inference
in plaintext through CNN has privacy concerns. Homomorphic
Encryption (HE) o�ers an alternate way to improve privacy by
processing encrypted data without exposing any raw information
during inference on CNN. The HE-enabled Convolutional Neural
Network (HCNN) [1–4] inherently enables direct computation over
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ciphertexts. This characteristic confers a multitude of advantages,
including single-round communication, reduced bandwidth con-
sumption, and non-interactive computation.

However, conventional HCNN always has extensive computation
overhead on edge GPUs, inducing higher latency. For example, the
low-latency framework [2] requires 730 seconds along with 12 GB
RAM for a single prediction for an image classi�cation application
simulated on the CIFAR-10. Meanwhile, e�orts focusing on server
GPU-acceleration [1] indicate a time frame of 304.43 seconds for the
same experiments. To address this issue, we propose CNN-guardian,
a uni�ed and compact network structure for real-time inference in
HE-based neural networks on edge GPU [7] with no accuracy loss.
2 BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGE
Numerous researchers have been involved in the optimization and
acceleration of HCNN by re�ning message encoding techniques,
network architectures, or using hardware acceleration. Despite
such e�orts, the stringent requirements of real-time applications
remain unful�lled. First, the complexity and diversity of models
used often necessitate bespoke implementations, thereby limiting
their universal applicability. Moreover, the dependence of these
models on speci�c datasets further impedes the development of a
standardized and universally applicable network architecture. Sec-
ond, the varied computations across di�erent model layers present
substantial challenges, especially when executing homomorphic
evaluations over ciphertexts. The inherent nature of homomor-
phic encryption compounds these challenges by imposing high
computational and memory burdens. This results in substantial
resource allocation for even basic operations, thereby constraining
the practical utility of such methodologies in scenarios with limited
computational resources or tight time constraints. Consequently,
despite the potential of HCNN in the realm of privacy-preserving
neural networks, the existing constraints emphasize the pressing
necessity for further enhancements and inventive approaches in
this sector, especially in edge GPU [6].

These motivate us to CNN-guardian, a uni�ed and compact
network structure for real-time inference in convolutional neural
networks based on HE to pro�le and deal with hardware resource
contention when secure CNN tasks are running on edge GPU.
3 SYSTEM DESIGN & GPU ENGINE
We use the remote medical scenario as an example. The CNN-
guardian system encompasses four entities: the monitoring ser-
vice provider, the end-users, and an edge service provider that is
equipped with our custom developed GPU acceleration engine, as
shown in Figure 1. In our scheme, the monitoring service provider
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Figure 1: Overview of CNN-guardian

generates HE keys at the protocol’s onset: the secret key (sk) for de-
cryption, the public key (pk) for encryption, and the evaluation keys
(evk) for homomorphic evaluations. These keys are securely sent to
the end-user and the edge service provider, respectively. End-users
encrypt their data using the pk of HE to ensure privacy and data
con�dentiality, and these data are sent to the edge server. The edge
server only has access to the evaluation key. It runs inference on
the encrypted data utilizing our custom GPU engine, without the
need for decryption, while maintaining the privacy of the input
data. The encrypted result is then sent to the monitoring service
provider for decryption and action, such as immediate intervention
for detected heart disease or seizure.

For e�cient computation of HCNN layers, we thoroughly an-
alyze each layer’s underlying HE evaluation operations and hi-
erarchical structure. Our GPU engine relies on the Polynomial
Acceleration Unit (PAU), which enhances the speed of polynomial
arithmetic operations in the Residue Number System (RNS) rep-
resentation by batching residue. Speci�cally, HAdd and CAdd are
composed of EleAdd operations. More complex operations, such
as HMult, CMult, and HRot, involve EleMult, EleAdd, Conv, and
NTT operations. Using a hierarchical decomposition approach, we
streamline the HCNN computation, making complex operations
more e�cient and manageable. Our GPU acceleration engine en-
sures rapid execution, boosting the overall performance of our
HCNN implementation.
4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We evaluate our framework MNIST and a partial dataset in Medm-
nist [5]. We use an NVIDIA 4090 GPU and follow the same model
architecture in [4]. Table 1 provides a performance comparison
of our proposed method with other established techniques, evalu-
ated on MNIST, PneumoniaMNIST, BreastMNIST, and Bloodmnist.
Across all datasets, our method not only achieves competitive accu-
racy, but also signi�cantly reduces latency compared to other works.
In the context of MNIST, our approach attains the highest accuracy
of 99.14%, outperforming CryptoNets, and LoLa. More impressively,
it reduces the execution time from 205 seconds in CryptoNets to
0.46 seconds on CPU and a mere 0.032 seconds on GPU. When it
comes to the more complex PneumoniaMNIST, BreastMNIST, and
Bloodmnist, our solution still maintains superior performance in
terms of latency, staying consistent at 0.46 seconds on CPU and

Method Dataset Accuracy(%) Latency(s) Platform
CryptoNets[3] MNIST 98.95 205 CPU

Lola[2] MNIST 98.95 2.2 CPU
CNN-guardian MNIST 99.14 0.46 CPU
CNN-guardian MNIST 99.14 0.032 GPU

CNN-guardian Pneumonia
MNIST 90.06 0.032 GPU

CNN-guardian Breast
MNIST 82.69 0.032 GPU

CNN-guardian Blood
MNIST 81.76 0.032 GPU

Table 1: Preliminary evaluations on accuracy and latency.

0.032 seconds on GPU, despite a slight drop in accuracy compared
to benchmark [5]. This demonstrates that our method successfully
provides a real-time solution for secure neural network inference
across various datasets and platforms, breaking through the limi-
tations of existing works. As for realistic evaluation on embedded
GPUs such as Xavier, we will implement inference in the future.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster, we propose CNN-guardian, a uni�ed and compact
network structure for real-time inference. We have achieved real-
time requirements on some medical applications whilst preserving
accuracy on a server-level GPU. As we move forward, we will fur-
ther investigate the performance of our proposed CNN-guardian
extending on some other r neural network architecture, i.e., trans-
former and BERT and evaluated the performance of CNN-guardian
on edge GPU.
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